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2 Claims. (Cl. 200-61.52) 

This invention relates to switches and has for its pri 
mary object the provision of a switch that can rest on a 
table or other ?at surface and be easily operated. ' 
Another object of the invention is to provide a switch 

that can easily adjust the current to the load to provide 
different power outputs to the load. . 

Still another object is to provide an attractive switch. 
Yet an additional object is to provide a switch that 

may be operated in a novel or tricky way, and WlllCh 1s 
therefore a gift item or conversation piece. _ 

Other objects of the invention will appear as this de 
scription proceeds. . 

This application is a continuation in part of my prior 
copending application, Serial No. 833,222 ?led August 
12, 1959, entitled Manually Operable Mercury Switch, and 
now abandoned, and is also a continuation in part of 
my prior copending application Serial No. 862,602, ?led 
December 29, 1959, entitled Manually Operable Electrical 
Switch. The ?rst of these two applications shows a 
switch box adapted to rest on a table or other ?at surface, 
the box being adapted to be tipped to different inclina 
tions. The box contains a switch sensitive to di?erent in_ 
clinations for turning an appliance on and o? when the 
switch is tipped to two different inclinations respectively. 

This application contemplates an ornamental switch box 
having three or more sides on which it may rest. The 
box includes switch means whereby when the box is on 
one side the switch means applies full power to the load 
(for example a lamp), while less than full power is ap 
plied when the box is on a second side. The switch means 
disconnects the load from the source of power when the 
bix is on its third side. 

In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of the invention. 
FIGURE 2 is a schematic drawing of one form of the 

invention. 
FIGURE 3 shows one practical embodiment of the 

switch elements of FIGURE 2. 
FIGURE 3a shows the relative positions of the two 

mercury switches of FIGURE 3. 
FIGURE 4 is a cross-sectional view of a low cost form 

of the invention. 
FIGURE 5 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 

5-5 of FIGURE 4. 
In FIGURE 1 there is shown a conventional wall out 

let 7 impressed with 115 volt sixty cycle alternating cur 
rent, and an electric lamp 8 having a wall plug 9. 
The switch of this‘ invention employs a cubical box 

or container 10 suitably ornamented (not shown) and a 
two wire cord 11 leading from the center of the rear 
side, said cord terminating in a series plug 12 hereafter 
described. The front side of box 10 has three indicia 
“Brite,” “Dim” and “Off.” When the cube 10 is rotated 
so that “Brite” is up, the lamp 8 is connected directly to 
the outlet 7 whereby the lamp burns at full brilliance. 
When the box 10 is in the position shown (with “Dim” 
up) an impedance (condenser, resistor, inductor or half 
wave recti?er) is inserted in series with the lamp and 
causes the same to burn dimly. When the box 10 is 
rotated to place “Off” up, the lamp is turned off. 
FIGURE 2 shows one form for the switches within box 

10. Two mercury switches 13 and 14 are mounted at 
right angles to each other so that mercury switch 13 
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closes the circuit therethrough when the “Brite” side 
is up as shown. When the box 10 is rotated 90 degrees 
to place “Dim” up, mercury switch 14 closes its circuit 
and mercury switch 13 open its circuit. When the box 
10 is rotated 90 degrees more to place the “off” side 

7 up, both mercury switches are off and the lamp is dis 
connected from the source of power. 
When the “Brite" side is up and therefore switch 13 

closed, there is a low impedance circuit from the wall 
outlet 7 to the lamp 8 through switch 13. When the 
“Dim” side is up and hence switch .14 on the circuit to 
the lamp passes through impedance 15 which may be a 
resistor, condenser, recti?er, or inductor. This will reduce 
the power delivered to the lamp. 
A practical embodiment of the circuit of FIGURE 2 

is shown in FIGURE 3 where two mercury buttons of 
the type used in mercury wall switches are mounted 
adjacent each other. Mercury switch 13 has a central 
ceramic partition passageway 13a connecting the mercury 
that contacts metal cups 13c and 13d. Mercury switch 
14 is of similar construction only rotated by 90 degrees 
as shown in FIGURE 3a. The two mercury switches 
13 and 14 are mounted in ?xed relation to the casing or 
box It} and to each other and are rotated about axis 
A—A when the box is rotated about that axis. 
FIGURES 4 and 5 illustrate a modi?ed form of the 

invention which is lower in cost. The cubical box 40 has 
three brass plates 41, 42 and 43 of equal size, all mounted 
in the casing 40 and in ?xed realtion thereto and to 
each other. Wires 11a and 11b respectively connect to 
plates 42 and 43 while impedance 15 connects from plate 
41 to plate 43. 
When the “Brite” side of box 40 is up, the brass rod 

44 connects plates 42 and 43 and directly connects the 
lamp to the wall outlet by means of wires 11a and 11b. 
When the “Dim” side of box 40 is up, the rod 44 

connects plates 41 and 42 and the circuit then extends 
from wire 11a, plate 42, rod 44, plate 41, impedance 
15, plate 43, Wire 11b. Hence, the lamp burns dimly. 
When the “Off” side is up the rod 44 is out of contact 
with plate 42 and the circuit is open and the lamp off. 

In FIGURE 4, for example, the three plates 41, 42 
and 43 comprise an enclosure means for the rod 44, and 
con?ne the rod to a limited portion of the box or casing 40. 

I claim to have invented: 
1. A switch for remote control of an alternating cur 

rent appliance comprising a box having at least three 
sides on which it may rest, said box having three dif- . 
ferent inclinations respectively when resting on the three 
sides a half-Wave recti?er in the box means in the box 
and carried thereby responsive to the three dilierent in 
clinations for providing an open circuit in the circuit to 
the appliance when the box is in the ?rst of said inclina 
tions, for connecting said half-wave recti?er in series 
with the appliance and thereby partially energizing the 
appliance when the box is in the second of said inclina 
tions, and for fully energizing the appliance when the 
appliance is in the third of said inclinations, and means 
for remotely connecting the above-named means in series 
with the appliance, said ?rst-named means including three 
contact plates and a round metal member which rolls 
to di?erent positions in said three inclinations respectively 
to provide the three controlling relations. 

2. A switch comprising a box having at least three 
sides on which it may rest, a freely movable conducting 
member in the box, three spaced elements each ?xed 
to the box located about the movable element so that 
when the box is resting on one side the member is in 
contact with ?rst and second elements, when the box 
is resting on another side the member is in contact with 
the second and third elements and when the box is on a 
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third side the member is in contact With the ?rst and 
third elements, at least two of said elements being con‘ 
ducting, and remote control means including an electric 
cord connected to said conducting elements. 
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